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Established in 1990, Gehman Design Remodeling (GDR) is a
Pennsylvania-based design and remodelling firm. As a family-run
company, its skilled and knowledgeable team work seamlessly to
help clients bring their dream projects to life. The company truly
cares about its projects and for those who reside in the houses they

GDRS REMODELLING
PROCESS IS THOROUGH,
AND TAKES HOMEOWNERS
STEP-BY-STEP THROUGH
EACH KEY STAGE TO THE
STUNNING END RESULT.

work on, which is why its design team ask a vast array of questions
throughout the process to ensure they fully understand exactly what
it is the client wants. GDR has its own kitchen and bath showroom
which clients can view to find inspiration, an impressive building
which used to be a 19th century bank barn. Now an ultra-modern
space, GDR has its own kitchen and bath showroom, a masterbathroom, and a media room, plus tonnes of samples for cabinets,
countertops, and tiles.
GDRs remodelling process is thorough, and takes homeowners
step-by-step through each key stage to the stunning end result. It
starts with a face-to-face consultation at their home to see if the
working relationship is a good fit, and explore how GDR can bring
this project to life, discussing budgets and costings, and using the
showroom samples if required. Once an agreement is in place, no
tools are picked up until a 3D modelling software is used to provide
an accurate representation of the finished result. This state-ofthe-art technology allows clients to effectively walk through their
remodelled home before the work has even begun. GDR offers
an exceptional five-year labour warranty, and 10-year structure
warranty, so clients are fully protected.

The judging panel was particularly impressed by the company’s
talented

workforce.
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encourages everyone, from designers to craftsmen and women to
stay on top of the latest industry trends, and many of them hold NARI
(National Association of the Remodeling Industry) certifications. Its
remodelling consultants lead a team of focused professionals for
each individual project, pouring all their expertise into that remodel
to achieve the desired result. Online testimonials often refer to the
team’s high-level of professionalism, consistent communication,
organisation, and knowledge, meaning they can help steer
remodelling ideas into new and creative directions.
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